The General Idea.

Bloombergs atrium – north, south and west glazed elevations

Pembury Estates quadrangle

Mojo is the working title for the fictitious rebranding and refurbishmnet of an existing social housing
estate which would see Bloombergs atrium become Pembury Estate’s quadrangle – one of the capitals
most notorious and poorest estates that in fact shares similar dimensions with the Fosters & Partners
atrium design at 50 Finsbury Square.
It would also see the tiered east-side of Bloombergs atrium become a new luxury apartment block with a
fully interactive ‘show home’ environment occupying the north-side mezzanine.
As is increasingly becoming the case, Mojo would appear to have transformed the social housing estate
with a various tokenistic details such stained and patchy cedar cladding over cheap unglazed clay tiles,
miniscule jutty-out balconies, iridescent coloured glass thrown wherever possible, incongruous
galvanised lintels and of course some catchy locationless generic name to confirm it’s gimmicky status.
The new “shared ownership, affordable and private rental properties combined” offered by Mojo would
mark yet another scheme that these days comes under the banner of “funky and affordable”, and that
unfortunately usually sees two-thirds of its inhabitants moved on or evicted as a result.

Park Hill Estate, Sheffield after Urban Splash makeover 2011

Technical Details.

On a technical level, this mock up of a “new and improved” Pembury Estate would be achieved by
fitting the three glazed north, south and west elevations of Bloombergs atrium with huge ground-toceiling ‘building wraps’ (ie. perforated banners that are used to wrap building facades with trompe l’oiel
architectural designs) depicting the LCC’s robust 1930’s red brick Pembury Estate.

A building wrap currently overlooking the Thames, London

Mock up of the Pembury Estate building wrap in Bloombergs atrium

The atriums fourth and easterly elevation, which currently boasts one of Foster & Partners signatory,
awe-inspiring curved glass constructions would also be draped in individual wraps on each walkway to
accentuate its contemporary aesthetic and become the tiered façade of a much newer, high-end, luxury
apartment block, more akin to those we’re seeing popping up all over the East End and beyond, leaning
in to the Pembury Estate courtyard.

Bloombergs tiered walkways

Examples of recent luxury appartments

Bloombergs ground floor mezzanine walkways would physically mimic the ‘deck access’ of Pembury
Estates balconies enabling viewers to walk around and examine up close the graphic depictions of
windows and doors etc. before actually entering in through the front door to a full-scale ‘show home’
that occupies the deeper north mezzanine social area and stretches back to the dividing wall between the
first and second gallery space.

Pembury Estates ‘deck access’ depicted on mezzanine

The show home layout on north mezzanine

The interactive or social space of the show home area accommodated on the mezzanine would liken
perfectly the 50 square metre layout of a typical Pembury Estate flat and would be built to mirror its
exact layout before being furnished to epitomize and critique the aspirations and taste preferences of our
time.

A typical LCC house layout

3D renders of likely interior design options

A model of the a typical LCC layout (ie. the ‘social’ space)

After the event.
After the event the social area/show home would become the transportable work that could potentially
tour various venues operating more in the vein of my Blades House installation which, although now
destroyed, continues to attract requests for its rebuilding, or my more recent Exhibition for Modern
Living which is currently enjoying its fourth carnation this year and seems to be attracting considerable
press.
Mojo would enable me to create a brand new work that expands on some of the issues addressed in both
to not only bring it up to speed with todayʼs design tendencies but to extend it formally beyond the
colour-schemes that Iʼve previously used, and to delve in to the ever-increasing decorative faux pa’s of
the scary nationalistic; the dubious ethnic and ethnographic; the painfully uncool and obese 1960ʼs retro;
the post-Damien Hirst skull obsession with diamonte and bling; the cheap foil-mache pseudo-industrial
warehouse look; the immortal pretense of mid-century modern; the neutral feet-off-the-furniture oatmeal
and the cool whiteness of todays minimalist infinity chambers.

Blades House, Gasworks 2008

An Exhibition for Modern Living, Hayward Gallery 2011

Budget.
In terms of cost, I think a safe and realistic estimate would be around £52,000. This would be broken
down as follows:
-

the printed banners £18,000
the show home furniture and objects £15,000
structural materials to install both the banners and the show home £4,000
my artists fee for the conception, design and overseeing of the project £7,500
architects fee for translating my drawings in to 3D renders £2,500
rendering service fee £3,000
studio assistant’s fee £1,500
transport 500

Production Timeline.
I understand that this commission would open around March 2012. If we were to proceed then I would
allow October and November for my own conception and formulation of the two main aspects of the
project (ie. the banner and the interactive interior). December would be spent sourcing the necessary
furniture and objects while an architect translates my drawings in to 3D renders to then submit to a
‘render farm’ for the month of January. The printing of the banners would take place in February with a
view to commencing installation at the end of that month. I estimate the install taking myself and four
technicians approx two weeks.

Critical Dimension.
Like all my projects to date, Mojo has an inherent pragmatism that begins with the question “what needs
to be done?” With this inquiry comes the consideration of the physical characteristics of location and
site; the social function of the work; the commissioning bodies remit and my ongoing artistic concerns.
Pembury Estate in Hackney, East London has been chosen partly for its shared proportions with
Bloombergs atrium, both in terms of dimension and number of storeys, but above all because it is one of
the best examples of the London County Councils most celebrated pre-war housing estates - it is
basically the epitome of social housing and Mojo wants us to think about exactly that.
Pembury Estate is of course also very pertinent to us all having gasped in disbelief at the grim satire of
middle class urban life that we watched unfold on our TV sets earlier this month amidst the riots that
saw our cities reduced to territories of unbridled consumption, and this of course also pertains
specifically to my ongoing artistic activities which, broadly speaking, focus on consumption and the
built environment.
Mojo is not critical of its hosting institution, Bloomberg, but rather the broader social institutions and
values that effect us all - namely class, race, faith, demographic and gender.
Mojo examines the line between the conflicting aspirations of comfort, security, profit and style deliberately deadpan and squeaky clean, Mojo talks of the soulless homogeneity of much of the socalled “regeneration” efforts up and down the country and attributes its wipe-clean sterility to an
increasingly uptight and consumer-driven society. Whilst trying to unravel exactly why so many of us
allow ourselves to be hoodwinked in to the infantilized candy-coated cool of contemporary times, Mojo
encourages us to ask ourselves why we accept with this such a degree of compromise - whether it be
ergonomic, aesthetic, geographic, social or economic.
Mojo looks at recent “urban renaissance” initiatives and hopes to raise questions around the social
knock-on effects such as wealth disparity, racial injustice, locale claustrophobia, loneliness and paranoia
whilst also simply surveying how these initiatives effect and play out in all of our lives.

Philanthropy.
Mojo also encompasses a significant social dimension that unintentionally shares many of its aims with
Bloombergs philanthropy scheme Kids Company – both initiatives place emphasis on helping the
vulnerable and disadvantaged, and both recognise housing as one of the key areas in need of support.
While this project doesn’t embrace any political bias, it does have a strong underlying humanitarian
strand that believes nobody deserves to live in overcrowded or squalid conditions, let alone tolerate
homelessness. It sees these issues as intertwined with broader social problems that, until properly
addressed, fears a yet further broadening of our current social divides.
Mojo aims to address these issues through its targeting of short-sighted and self-serving housing
initiatives, both social and private, that mask the deeper problems with rhetoric and zing whilst
harboring inequality and misery under the upbeat guise of regeneration.
It is a fact that there is simply not enough houses being built across the board to accommodate future
generations and of those that have been built 20% are overcrowded (40% of social housing). Mojo
highlights these facts, warns that things are unfortunately only set to get worse and hopefully encourages
its viewers to reflect on their part in all of this – how it might effect them, how they might be implicated
or how they might like to help seek an alternative.
Mojo believes that as long as developers continue only targeting the young, childless and affluent the
city simply won’t be able to provide the suitable communities or communal life that it needs to ensure
safe, happy and conducive environments for the very young, old and most in need.
Even one of the UK’s most popular urban developers (who will remain unnamed) points out in it’s
recent publicity that the days of the stripped back loft apartment in a chic part of derelict downtown are
long gone, admitting that they’ve all already been used up and converted in to luxury apartments long
ago, leaving developers like themselves no choice but to look elsewhere when considering what to
develop (ie. council estates)
Unfortunately this “refurb” or “moving on” approach obviously doesn’t solve the housing shortage
problem here in the UK or elsewhere, and in fact by distracting the authorities from the shortfall of new
homes it can only exacerbate the problem.

Long term legacy of the project.
If we were to go ahead with this project then Herald Street gallery has agreed that it’s first task would be
to concentrate on finding a new home for the ‘show home’ installation aspect of this project. There are
also one or two ideas for the re-display of the entire installation (including building wraps etc.) at larger
public spaces such as the Frac in Dunkerque where I already have close links with the curator Hilde
Teerlinck. The finer contractual details would have to be ironed out between yourselves and Herald
Street but it has been agreed that owing to Mojo’s formal and critical proximity to some of my previous
works, the likelihood of them being able to place the ‘show home’ element, at least, is high.
There has also been the suggestion of us producing an accompanying publication which could coincide
with an Acne commission for which I am currently shortlisted for and in the process of looking for
additional sponsers in order to make up the remaining money that is needed (approx £5,000). It is
intended that the book would be my first monograph and would focus on 10 separate projects to date,
the tenth of which could in fact be this Bloomberg commission. The book is intended to feature research
material, documentation and essays by myself and the other artists / curators involved respectively. The
current list of projects and contributors is as follows and the confirmed editor would be Tom Morton:
1. Blades House, Gasworks, London 2008
Anna Colin – critical text
Ned Beauman – associated material
2. Nought to Sixty, ICA, London 2008
Melissa Gronlund – critical text
Jonathan Griffin – associated material
3. Funhouse, Hayward Project Space, London 2009
Tom Morton – critical text
Owen Hatherley – associated material
4. Palac, Tate Triennial, Tate Britain, London 2009
Nicolas Bourriaud – critical text
Katy Bentall – associated material
5. Elis, Herald Street Gallery, London 2010
Riya Patel – critical text
Mike Sperlinger – associated material
6. An Exhibition for Modern Living, British Art Show 2010
Lisa Le Feuvre – critical text
Alex Coles – associated material
7. Everything Everywhere, Frieze Projects, London 2010
Sarah McCrory – critical text
Mark Fisher - associated material
8. Resource Room, Miro Foundation, Barcelona 2011
Irene Aristizabal – critical text
Scott King – associated response
9. The T Rooms, Tramway, Glasgow 2012
Claire Jackson – critical text
Jacob Farrell – associated response
10. tbc

Coinciding projects.
At present, this Bloomberg commission would coincide with the exhibitions listed below. I am also
short listed and awaiting decisions from FRAC Nord-Pas de Calais for a large-scale permanent
commission for their new museum that is due to open in 2013, from The Contemporary Arts Society for
a possible new commission for Shipley Art Gallery in Gateshead, and from Kettles Yard in Cambridge
for a new commission that they’ve asked me to consider.
Exhibition venues next year include Turner Contemporary (Margate, UK), Tramway (Glasgow, UK),
Stanley Picker Gallery (London, UK), Jousse Enterprise (Paris, France), Herald Street (London, UK)
and Taro Nasu (Tokyo, Japan).
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